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Pattern of Lymph Node Metastasis and Neck Dissection in Papillary Thyroid
Carcinoma
*Azim MA
Cervical lymph node metastases are very common in patients with papillary thyroid cancer (PTC).
Despite that PTC has an excellent prognosis, lymphatic spread is associated with increased risk of
loco-regional recurrence, which significantly impairs quality-of-life and can alter prognosis of the
patient. Therefore, the identification of lymph node metastases preoperatively is very important for
the surgeon to plan the optimal surgical therapy for the individual patient. This prospective study is
done by 50 patients of papillary carcinoma of thyroid admitted in Department of Otolaryngology
and Head Neck surgery in Rangpur Medical College hospital from 13/11/2013 to 12/11/2014.
Cervical lymph node metastasis was found in 40% of patients (20 out of 50). Lymph node
metastasis found more common in extra capsular involvement of primary tumor. Size of the
primary tumor also found as a predictive factor. There is a strong association between central (level
VI) and lateral (levels II, III, IV and V) group of lymph nodes (80%) in nodal metastasis in
papillary thyroid carcinoma in our study. So it is logical to do a selective neck node dissection of
both these groups together. We offered total thyroidectomy with neck dissection (central level VI
with lateral levels II, III, IV and V) for surgical management of patients of papillary thyroid
carcinoma with neck node metastasis.
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Introduction:
hyroid carcinoma constituted 1% and
2% of all incident cancers among
males and females; respectively.1
papillary carcinoma is the most common
histological variant. Papillary thyroid
carcinoma has been classified as a welldifferentiated thyroid cancer, together with
follicular thyroid cancer, because of its good
prognosis and low mortality rate. Metastasis
of differentiated thyroid carcinoma (Papillary
and follicular) occurs in two different ways,
lymphatic and haematogenous. Nodal
metastasis occurs in 40% of papillary
carcinoma. On the other hand blood born
metastasis is less common (3.70%).2

T

Papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) shows a
mild biological behavior and has an excellent
prognosis. Adequate management leads to a
survival rate in excess of 90%. Death due to
PTC is very rare.3
Prognostic importance of cervical lymph node
metastasis is controversial. In some study
nodal metastasis dose not influence survival
rate.4, 5, 6 However, cervical lymph nodal
metastases in PTC are associated with a
significant probability for loco-regional
recurrence of the disease.7, 8
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As a result, a rapid shift in patient care from a
focus on overall survival to a focus on
recurrence free survival has recently noted.
These considerations generated a strong
interest in a more comprehensive preoperative
evaluation of the neck and renewed the
controversy about the role and the extent of
lymphadenectomy (Neck dissection) at the
time of thyroidectomy. Ideally, surgical
treatment should be radical enough in order to
achieve complete eradication of the disease,
while at the same time minimizing treatment
and disease-related morbidity. To eliminate
the probability of leaving behind residual
disease, routine total thyroidectomy with
cervical lymph node dissection (CLND)
would be theoretically the ideal operation.
However, such an aggressive surgical
approach will represent over-treatment in a
large percentage of patients, associated with
an unjustified increase of surgical morbidity.
The aim of this paper is to critically
summarize currently available data regarding
the optimal treatment of patients with PTC
with a particular emphasis on the role of neck
dissection.

Methods
This prospective study is done by 50 patients
of papillary carcinoma of thyroid admitted in
Department of Otolaryngology and Head
Neck surgery in Rangpur Medical College
hospital from 13/11/2013 to 12/11/2014.In all
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cases a detailed clinical history was taken and
through physical examination was done.
Thyroid
function
test,
FNAC,
ultrasonography and all types of radiological
examination (x-ray, CT scan, MRI) done for
thyroid and neck disease as required.
Postoperative histological examination of
resected tissue was done in all cases.
All patients with positive cervical neck node
underwent total thyroidectomy, central
compartment lymph node dissection with
ipsilateral selective neck dissection removing
levels II through V.
The central compartment (level VI) was
limited by the hyoid bone superiorly, the
innominate vein inferiorly, the carotid sheaths
in both sides laterally and the paravertebral
fascia dorsally. There are 3 node sites in
central compartment: pretracheal, ipsilateral
level VI and contra lateral level VI lymph
nodes.
Neck levels were defined by nomenclature of
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in
the United States: level I, addressing
submental and submandibular lymph nodes,
levels II, III, IV addressing, mid and lower
jugular lymph nodes respectively and level V
posterior triangle respectively. Whole body
scan was done in all patients after total
thyroidectomy and patients underwent thyroid
malignancy follow up. But we could only
follow the patient for one year only.
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Fig 1. Regional division of the lymphatic system of the neck according to the classification of the
American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery. Level I, submental and
submandibular region; Level II, upper jugular region; Level III, middle jugular region; Level IV,
lower jugular region; Level V, posterior triangle; Level VI, anterior compartment.
All papillary thyroid carcinoma admitted in
ENT DEPT. of Rangpur Medical College
Hospital from 13/11/2013 to 12/11/2014
included in this study.

iodine ablation and post-operative thyroxin
was given to all patients. Neck dissection
done only for positive neck node metastasis,
prophylactic neck dissection was not done.

Results
Patients with papillary carcinoma of thyroid
in different age groups is shown in the Table
I. Highest number of patients were found in
31-40 Years (38%) followed by 21-30 years
(32%). Number of male and female patients
were shown in the table II. Male: Female ratio
was 3.15:1. Multiple levels were also found to
involve same patient. In large lymph nodes it
was difficult to distinguish between level 3
and 4 and so these levels are assessed together
(Table III). Table IV shows only 4 solitary
neck node level metastasis out of 40 lymph
nodes levels. Isolated metastasis in level I and
level V is not found. Table VIII shows, of the
13 patients with positive ipsilateral central
nodes, we found only 2 patients having
positive contra lateral level VI. In this series
20 patients of low risk group were treated by
hemithyroidectomy (Table IX). All patients of
high risk group were treated by total
thyroidectomy followed by routine radio-

Table I: Age distribution papillary carcinoma
of thyroid
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Age in years
11-20
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
61-70

No of patients
2
16
19
8
4
1

%
4%
32%
38%
16%
8%
2%

Table II: Sex distribution of papillary
carcinoma (N-50)
Sex
Male
Female

Number of Patients
12
38
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Table III: Level involved in relation to total
study group (N-50)
Level
Ipsilateral level I
Ipsilateral level II
Ipsilateral level III, IV
Ipsilateral level V
Ipsilateral level VI
Contrailateral N+
Bilateral level N+

No
1
2
10
6
13
2
2

(%)
2
4
20
12
26
4
4

Table IV: Distribution of metastatic lymph
nodes in relation to level (N-40)
Level
Level I
Level
II
Level
III
Level
IV
Level
V
Level
VI

No of patient
Only=0,with
levels-1
Only=0,with
levels-2
Only=1,with
levels-8
Only=1,with
levels-8
Only=0,with
levels-6
Only=2, with
levels-11

other
other

Total
1

other
other

9

other

6
13

Table V: Relation between tumor sizes with
metastatic neck node
Tumor size

≤1cm
>1cm.

Neck
node
positive n-20 no.
(%)
7(29.16%)
13(50%)

Neck
node
negative n-30 no.
(%)
17(70.83%)
13(50%)

Table VI: Demonstrate that 6 (12% of study
group) patients had thyroid capsule invasion;
and all had cervical lymph node metastasis.
Extra capsular
invasion

Extra
capsular
invasion+neck
node positive

No. of patient
6

No. (%)
6(100%)

Distant
metastasis
Positive
Negative

Extra capsular
invasion
+
neck
node
negative
No. (%)
0(0%)
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Neck
node
metastasis
(positive) n=20
1(5%)
19(95%)

Neck
node
metastasis
(negative) n=30
0
30(100%)

Table VIII: Relation between ipsilateral
central with contra-lateral and bilateral neck
node metastasis
Contra-lateral
involvement

2 (all involved
level 2A)
9

other

Table VII: Only 1(5%) patient had distant
metastasis in patient who has also metastatic
neck node among 20 neck node positive
patients

Positive
Negative
Bilateral
involvement
Positive
Negative

Neck
node
metastasis
(positive) n=20
2(10%)
18(90%)

Neck
node
metastasis
(negative) n=30
0(00%)
26(100%)

2(10%)
18(90%)

0
0

Table IX: Surgery offered for papillary
thyroid carcinoma of study group
Risk group

Procedure done

No. of patient
(%)

Low
group

risk

Hemithyroidectomy

20(40%)

Total thyroidectomy

30(60%)

High
group

risk
Neck dissection

20(40%)

Discussion
In this series age of the patients of papillary
thyroid carcinoma ranges from 11 to 66 years.
Irrespective of sex maximum number (38%)
of patients were in the group of 31-40 years
(Table1). This correlates with another study
done in Bangladesh.1
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Among them 12 patients were male and 38
were female. Female are more commonly
affected and male female ratio is 1:3.1(Table
II). This female preponderance reported in
many studies also.1, 2 The current study
demonstrated that total 40% of patients
(20/50) have lymph node metastasis. It is
38.77%, 40.9% found in other literaturs.1, 4 In
this series one (2%) patient presented with
distant (lung) metastasis. In other study it is
3.70%.5
Our study demonstrated that30% of patients
have lymph node metastasis within the central
compartment (level VI), (ipsilateral level VI
was involved 26% with contralateral level V1
was 4%). These results are similar to a study
done by Machens and colleagues which is
29%5 but higher proportion (40.9%)
of
ipsilateral level VI nodal involvement found
in another series.4 Table III shows in lateral
group most common lymph node metastasis
occur in level III or IV (20%). Level V
involvement is also common (12%), level II
involvement is uncommon (4%) and it is rare
(2%) in level I. This feature represents lymph
node metastasis follows the usual lymphatic
drainage of thyroid gland. This pattern of
nodal involvement correlates with other
previous study.9
We should remember that the incidence of
malignant lymph nodes is much higher in
levels III, IV, and VI than in level II.10 Level
V metastases are not uncommon, with level
VB nodes being more commonly involved
than level VA nodes.11 When any of the levels
II, III or IV have nodal disease, there is a
significant association with positivity in level
V.12,13,14 All these features correlates with
present study (Table IV)
Lymphatic metastasis from PTC occurs in a
stepwise fashion: first to the lymph nodes in
the ipsilateral trachea- esophageal groove,
and, subsequently, to lymph nodes in the
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jugular chain, including the supraclavicular
fossa.15,16 Many groups have reported that the
risk of lymphatic metastasis was greatest for
the lateral nodal groups of levels II, III, and
IV.12,13,17 Central (level VI) lymph nodes are
also involved at comparable rates (29% vs.
32%for central and lateral lymph nodes,
respectively).18
Our study reveals that there is a significant
number of co- existences of metastatic disease
in the central (level VI) and lateral
compartments. 72.72% of patients who had
lateral group lymph node metastasis also had
central group metastasis. Roh et al. have
found that patients with lateral cervical
metastases from PTC are also very likely to
have clinically (86%) or pathologically (90%)
positive central-neck disease.15 It is also well
recognized that both central and lateral
disease can occur in isolation; We found
2(4%) patients had isolated level VI
involvement and another 2(4%) patients had
isolated lateral group (one in level I + one in
level IV) involvement. indeed, multiple-level
nodal
involvement
is
commonly
18,19,20
observed.
Table 3 also demonstrates that 12% patients
have level V metastasis. Metastases to the
level V nodes may be observed in up to 20%
of patients in other study.15 Level I disease is
very rare; only 2% in our study. This
observation is also demonstrated in many
previous studies.12,21 No patient have only
level I or V metastases (isolated metastases,
without involvement at other levels) in this
series (Table IV) . This feature also reported
in other studies.13, 22
Six patients (12%) were found to have extra
capsular invasion so that the primary disease
was out of thyroid capsule; all of them also
have metastatic cervical neck node (Table
VI). Table V shows the relation between
tumor size and neck node metastasis in
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papillary thyroid carcinoma. Tumor size<1cm
have 29% cervical node metastases; which is
much higher 50% when tumor size is
>1cm.Current study reveals two significant
factors for neck node metastasis in PTC are
extra capsular invasion of primary tumor and
size of primary tumor. Factors associated with
lymph node metastasis in PTC patients
include tumor size (>5 mm), extra capsular
invasion, and multifocality is reported in
many studies.23, 24 On the other hand El-Foll
et al. described in his series that the primary
tumor size does not affect the frequency of
lymph node metastases (11/31 patients
(35.5%) with tumor size >1 cm had lymph
node metastases compared to 7/13 patients
(53.8%) with tumor size ≤1 cm).4
We found only one (2%) patient had distance
metastases, so that distance metastasis is not a
common incident in papillary thyroid
carcinoma.5
Table VIII shows that among the neck node
positive patients 2(10%) have contra lateral
(level VI) and another 2(4%) have bilateral VI
lymph node involvement. Contra lateral
lymph node involvement found 2 (11.11%)
out of 18 patients with positive metastatic
neck node in another study.4
Surgical management of papillary carcinoma
with low risk group has controversy. Some
surgeons advocate hemithyroidectomy. All
patients of papillary carcinoma with low risk
group underwent hemithyroidectomy in our
serise.
But
many
advocate
total
9
thyroidectomy for low risk group also. The
multicentricity and intrathyroidal lymphatic
spread of these lesions mean that specialists in
endocrine
centers
favour
“total
thyroidectomy” as the surgery of choice.25, 26
Hemithyroidectomy in the presence of unilobular nodular occurrence of this tumor has
been evaluated in several studies. Many of
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these studies have shown a higher incidence
of residual tumor and recurrence.27, 28
In current study treatment given as complete
the total thyroidectomy without lymph node
dissection in the absence of lymph nodes (at
ultrasound
examination
or
during
preoperative palpation) with postoperative
radio-iodine ablation and suppressive dose of
thyroxin (TSH suppression) in all high risk
patients. Many other advocate prophylactic
cervical lymph node dissection (CLND).29
The role of routine (prophylactic) CLND in
the management of PTC remains highly
controversial. The argument against routine
CLND for PTC includes two main concepts:
first, that lymphatic metastases have not been
shown to increase overall survival, and
second, that more radical surgery is associated
with increased complication rates.30 Routine
CLND is advocated mainly in Japan, where
the use of radioactive is strictly limited by law
and it is considered that the effectiveness of
radioidine ablation of cervical lymph nodes is
limited.26,31,32
Some Japanese authors have concluded that
routine modified radical neck dissection
improves not only local recurrence rates, but
also the cause-specific survival in some group
of patients(i.e. ,female patients older than60
years of age, patients whose primary tumor
had extra- thyroidal invasion).26 Others
recommend prophylactic CLND for patients
having two or more of the four following
clinicopathological characteristics:
male
gender, age > 55 years, maximal tumor
diameter >3 cm, and massive extra thyroid
extension.11
Currently, neck dissections are performed on
a ‘compartment-oriented’ basis, based on
different anatomical regional boundaries. The
term central compartment dissection describes
removal of lymph nodes and soft tissues in
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level VI with preservation of the recurrent
laryngeal nerves and at least the superior
parathyroid glands. The term lateral
compartment dissection refers to removal of
all soft tissue and lymph nodes in levels IIA,
III, IV and V.33 In other words, in this
procedure all the fibro fatty tissue (including
lymph nodes) from the lateral wall of the
carotid sheath to the trapezius muscle and
from the subclavian vein inferiorly to the
hypoglossal nerve superiorly is excised. Since
the incidence of lymph node metastases is
extremely low in levels I and IIB nodes, these
regions do not need routine dissection, unless
there is obvious metastatic disease.220nly one
patient (2%) in level I and no patient level IIB
nodes in our study and further strengthen this
opinion. (Table III and Table IV).
In our series there is a strong association of
lateral neck metastasis with central neck node
metastasis were lateral neck metastasis 8 of
10 patients (80%) had both central and lateral
neck node group metastasis. So that there is
80% chance of lateral neck node metastasis if
central neck node is positive. This finding
gives further supports to the routine practice
of central compartment dissection of the neck
whenever the lateral compartment lymph
nodes are dissected.4
Hossam A El-Foll at ell. recommend total
thyroidectomy and central compartment
lymph node dissection. If ipsilateral central
lymph nodes are positive for metastases in
frozen section, he recommends proceed to
ipsilateral selective neck dissection removing
lymphatic structures in levels II through V
even in the absence of clinically evident
lymph node metastasis.4
We offered total thyroidectomy + selective
neck dissection +routine postoperative radio
iodine ablation and suppressive dose of
thyroxin to all patients of papillary thyroid
carcinoma with metastatic neck node.
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Conclusion
From this study we can conclude that cervical
node metastasis is a common problem in
papillary carcinoma of thyroid. Though
lymph node metastasis does not affect the
overall survival of patient with papillary
carcinoma of thyroid, cervical lymph nodal
metastases are associated with a significant
probability for loco-regional recurrence of the
disease. So an optimum treatment is needed
for that cervical node metastasis. Selective
neck dissection is essential for management
of metastatic neck node. Neck dissection
should include (central group) level VI with
(lateral group) levels IIA, III, IV and V.
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